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Abstract. The huge amount of information available on the Web has at-
tracted many research efforts into developing wrappers that extract data
from webpages. However, as most of the systems for generating wrap-
pers focus on extracting data at page-level, data extraction at site-level
remains a manual or semi-automatic process. In this paper, we study the
problem of extracting website skeleton, i.e. extracting the underlying hy-
perlink structure that is used to organize the content pages in a given
website. We propose an automated algorithm, called the Sew algorithm,
to discover the skeleton of a website. Given a page, the algorithm exam-
ines hyperlinks in groups and identifies the navigation links that point
to pages in the next level in the website structure. The entire skeleton is
then constructed by recursively fetching pages pointed by the discovered
links and analyzing these pages using the same process. Our experiments
on real life websites show that the algorithm achieves a high recall with
moderate precision.
1 Introduction
Motivation There is a vast amount of information exists in public websites.
This information is often presented in a manner that is easily accessible through
manual browsing. To make the information also accessible to software programs,
much research [1, 2, 4, 8, 10] has been carried out to generate software systems,
called wrappers, that automatically identify and extract the information that
users are interested in from webpages and convert the extracted data into struc-
tured format.
Wrappers created by most existing wrapper generation systems only deal
with one document, mainly because identifying relevant webpages is traditionally
considered as the task of information retrieval (IR). However, information exist-
ing within a single page may not be complete by itself. Sometimes, a complete
set of information can only be accessed by navigating several linked webpages.
More importantly, pages within a website often form some coherent structure
that reflects the implicit logical relationship between information exists in dif-
ferent pages. Therefore, it is tempting to extract the implicit structure hidden
behind the interlinking among the webpages in a site and to prepare such struc-
ture together with the contents of the pages for the wrapper generation task.
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For this purpose, wrappers have to be equipped with the ability to traverse links
to extract information from multiple pages.
Manually creating wrappers is known to be difficult and knowledge inten-
sive [5, 10]. Doing that for wrappers that can follow hyperlinks to extract infor-
mation from different pages is even more difficult. Wrapper generation at page
level can be done automatically without any human intervention [4, 1]. However,
these automated systems do not address the problem of extracting from a set
of linked webpages. Several supervised wrapper generation systems [2, 8] provide
visual tools to help users interactively generate site-level wrappers, i.e. wrappers
that have the capabilities to traversing hyperlinks. A typical problem with these
systems is that they focus more on providing helps to specify or to derive extrac-
tion rules for data within a page. Less attention has been paid to the extraction
of hyperlinks and when they do, the hyperlinks are often treated separately. As
a result, the process of identifying and specifying the higher level structure of
the information, which is often exhibited through the hyperlink structure, has to
be done manually. This greatly reduces the degree of automation of the overall
wrapper generation process.
To address the above problems, more automated ways of discovering the
skeleton of the target website are needed. The skeleton here refers to the hy-
perlink structure that is used in the website to organize the core contents that
the site is providing. For example, a newspaper website provides news articles
as its core contents and organizes news into different sections and subsections
in different pages. The hierarchical structure formed by the interlinking between
the homepage and the pages containing different sections and subsections is
considered as the skeleton of the site.
In this paper, we propose the Sew1 algorithm that automatically discovers
the skeleton of a website. Instead of a bottom-up approach (finding out the
content pages first and organize them later), the proposed algorithm starts from
the homepage of a website and discovers the links to the pages in the next level
in a top-down manner. It relies on a combination of several domain independent
heuristics and features to identify the most important set of links within each
page and organizes the pages into a hierarchy that captures the logical structure
of the site.
Applications Such a website skeleton extraction algorithm would be a use-
ful complement to both automated page-level wrapper generation systems [4,
1] and supervised wrapper generation systems [2, 8]. For the former, the pages
appearing as leaf nodes (i.e., those pages containing the core contents) in the
extracted skeleton can be supplied as input to produce page-level wrappers; thus
making it possible to compose a site-level wrapper from a site skeleton and a
set of page-level wrappers. For the latter, the extracted skeleton may serve as a
starting point where users can refine the skeleton and specify extraction details
of finer granularity in each individual page; hence greatly improving the degree
of automation in wrapper generation.
1
Sew stands for Skeleton Extraction from Websites
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Applications of the algorithm are not limited to wrapper generation. Tasks
related to website structure may also take advantage of it. For example, it is pos-
sible to periodically extract the skeleton of a website and detect the changes in
structure. This is important to the task known as wrapper maintenance, where
detection of structural changes is required (and yet still remains unexplored).
Another example is website comparison in terms of content structure using their
skeletons. The extracted skeleton may also help Web crawlers to prioritize crawl-
ing by equipping them with knowledge of what pages are about the core contents
of a particular website.
Why Not HITS or PageRank? To analyze the hyperlink structure of a
website, existing information retrieval and WWW searching methods, such as
HITS [6] and PageRank [3], use eigenvector-based techniques to discover impor-
tant pages from a set of candidate pages. These discovered pages are usually not
directly interlinked. An assembling process is required to organize them into a
meaningful structure. However, this is non-trivial because some of the intermedi-
ate pages that connect these important pages may not be ranked high and thus
not discovered. Therefore, these methods often fail to find the skeletons of web-
sites. See [9] for a more detailed comparison between these algorithms and Sew.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 elaborates the
Sew algorithm in details. The preliminary experimental results is presented in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives some concluding remarks.
2 Problem Definition
In this paper, a website, or simply a site, refers to a set of interlinked webpages
that can be reached from some starting URL, such as “ http://news.bbc.co.uk/ ”
or “ http://www.cnn.com/ ”. The starting URL of a website is called the base
URL of the site2. The page with the base URL is called the homepage of the web-
site. The core contents of a website refer to the information that the majority of
users visiting the website are interested in. For example, news articles in a online
newspaper website are the core contents of the site whereas the advertisements
or the “about us” information are not.
Pages containing core contents are called content pages and pages containing
links to content pages are called navigation pages. A page that contains links to
a set of navigation pages is also considered as a navigation page. A page can be
both a content page and a navigation page if it contains core contents as well as
links to other content pages. For example, the webpage about “World” news in
CNN.com is considered as a content page because it provides news articles on
events happening around the world. The same page also contains a set of links to
the subsections under the “World” section, such as “Europe” and “Asia Pacific”.
Thus, it is also a navigation page. Among all the links in a navigation page, those
2 In general, it is possible for a site to have more than one URLs that can serve the
purpose of a base URL. In such cases, we take the most commonly used one as the
base URL.
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that point to content pages or other navigation pages are called navigation links,
which are collectively called the navigation link set of the page.
The skeleton of a website refers to the hyperlink structure that content pages
in a website are organized into. We assume that there is only one skeleton for a
website and the skeleton is of a tree-like structure, where leaf nodes are content
pages and internal nodes are navigation pages containing links to their child
nodes that could be either other navigation pages (internal nodes) or content
pages (leaf nodes). Since navigation pages may also contain core contents, inter-
nal nodes could be content pages, too. With all the definitions above, the website
skeleton extraction problem is simply defined as: given a website, find its skeleton.
To distinguish the wrappers that we are trying to build from others’, we call
wrappers that extract information from a website site-level wrappers and those
that extract data from only one (content) page page-level wrappers.
3 The Sew Algorithm
The process of extracting the skeleton of a website is performed in a recursive
manner by discovering navigation link sets from individual pages. Section 3.1
and 3.2 describe the two steps to discover navigation link sets from a page; the
entire algorithm is then presented in Section 3.3. A concrete running example of
the algorithm can be found in [9].
3.1 Finding Candidate Link Sets
As it is generally very difficult to directly identify the set of navigation links
from all links in a page, we divide this process into two steps. First, we group
the links into sets and select those that are more likely to be navigation link set
for further investigation. This is the step for finding candidate link sets. Next, the
navigation link set identification step examines the candidate sets and chooses
the best one as the navigation link set. This subsection describes the first step
in details; the second step is discussed in next subsection (Section 3.2).
The XHTML DOM Tree Model Given an HTML webpage, we first convert
it into XHTML format (by cleaning bad and ill-formed tags and inserting end
tags for bachelor tags3) and parse the XHTML page into a DOM tree4 by treating
it as an XML document.
In this DOM tree model, links (those tags with tag name A) are represented
as nodes with NodeName A, which we call link nodes. Link nodes are numbered
in the order that they are visited in a pre-order, left-to-right traversal of the
DOM tree. It is the same as the order in which the A tags appear in the HTML
source document. Among the attributes of a link node, the one named HREF,
alternatively called the URL attribute, is of special interest because it is the URL
of the page that the link is pointing to. Each link node is also associated with
3 http://tidy.sourceforge.net/
4 http://www.w3.org/DOM/
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1: function GenCanLinkSet(URL, CurNode)
2: SRC = CleanAndRepairHTML(URL)
3: DOMTree = ParseXHTML(SRC )
4: CanLinkSets = {}
5: AllLinks = FindAllLinkNodes(DOMTree)
6: while AllLinks is not empty do
7: RefLink = first link node in AllLinks
8: CanLinks = FindLinkNodesAtSameLevel(RefLink, AllLinks)
9: if CanLinks.size() > 0 then
10: add RefLink into CanLinks
11: PathSet = GroupByPath(CanLinks)
12: for each linkset LinkSet in PathSet do
13: apply the pruning heuristics to prune LinkSet
14: if MinNL < LinkSet.size() < MaxNL then
15: add LinkSet into CanLinkSet
16: end if
17: remove links in LinkSet from AllLinks
18: end for
19: else
20: remove RefLink from AllLinks
21: end if
22: end while
23: return CanLinkSets
24: end function
Fig. 1. The GenCanLinkSet Function
an additional attribute SecName that represents a short description of the page
that the link is pointing to. The value of SecName is obtained by concatenating
all the anchor texts of the link. If the anchor is an image, the ALT attribute of
the IMG tag is taken as the value. If the value of the ALT attribute is not set,
the value of SecName is an empty string.
Generating Candidate Link Sets In the local context of a few pages (one
page in the case of the homepage), a single link by itself provides little informa-
tion. It is difficult to tell whether a link is a navigation link by looking at the
link alone. Therefore, while other link-based analysis methods (e.g. HITS and
PageRank) analyze links one by one, we choose to analyze links in groups. We
first cluster all links into candidate sets and later explore the common charac-
teristics exhibited by links within each set to further prune them.
Figure 1 depicts the algorithm used to generate candidate link sets from a
page. After obtaining the XHTML data model DOMTree, all the link nodes are
identified and placed into a list, denoted as AllLinks, ordered by their numbering.
An iterative process (the while loop in line 6–27) is then started to pull link nodes
out of AllLinks and generate candidate link sets until AllLinks is empty.
Clustering Links At each iteration, the first link node in AllLinks, denoted as
RefLink, is taken out and all link nodes remaining in AllLinks that have the same
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depth (i.e. number of nodes in the path to the root node in the XHTML DOM
tree) as RefLink are found and added into the set CanLinks. An initial clustering
of link nodes in CanLinks is performed by calling the function GroupByPath,
which simply divides the nodes into clusters where nodes in each cluster have
the same path to the root node in the XHTML DOM tree.
Clustering links by path to produce potential candidates is based on two
observations. Firstly, link nodes corresponding to navigation links within a page
are almost always located at the same level in the DOM tree. Secondly, since
navigation links usually are presented in menu-like styles, they often have the
same path in the DOM tree. It should be noted that physical proximity of links
is not used, because sometimes navigation links may be regularly distant from
each other. For example, a two-level menu may sometimes be used, where the
links at the first level are separated by some links at the second level. In such
a case, physical proximity may easily put links from two levels into one group;
whereas the clustering by path approach can effectively distinguish the first level
links from those at the second level, as they are very likely to have different paths
or even appear at the different levels in the DOM tree.
Pruning Candidates As mentioned earlier, the initial candidate link sets pro-
duced may contain too many groups or groups too large in size. Therefore, at
each iteration, after obtaining PathSet, which is a set of initial candidate link
sets, we apply several simple heuristics to prune each initial candidate LinkSet.
The pruning heuristics used here all correspond to some observations on char-
acteristics that navigation link sets have [9]. Currently, the pruning heuristics
that have been implemented include:
– Anchor The anchor of a link node refers to its child nodes. Most navigation
links in a page have the same type of anchor contents. This heuristic clusters
the link nodes in LinkSet into groups by the type of their anchor contents
and only keeps the group with the largest number of links. Here, we only
consider the most commonly used styles: plain texts and images (IMG tag).
– LinkDup Link nodes in the same LinkSet with the same SecName or URL
are considered redundant and only one will be kept.
– Style This heuristic further clusters the link nodes in LinkSet by comparing
the CSS style of the nodes in the path and only the largest cluster is kept.
Other presentation related attributes that are used for comparison include
SIZE and COLOR of the FONT tag, BGCOLOR of the TR and TD tags, etc.
– DisDiff This heuristic computes the distances between every two consec-
utive link nodes (in their numbered order). If there is a statistically larger
distance, the LinkSet is divided into two sets by the position of that distance
in the link node sequence and only the first subset is retained.
– MaxNumWord After all the above heuristics have been applied, if the
average number of words in the SecName attribute of all remaining link
nodes in the group is greater than or equal to a predefined threshold (4 in
our experiments), the entire group of link nodes is discarded.
– LinkSetDup If the page that is currently being analyzed is not the home-
page, we also check whether LinkSet has been discovered earlier (from other
pages). If yes, it will be discarded.
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The heuristics discussed above, when applied to a potential candidate link
set, either remove some “bad” candidate link from the set or discard the entire
set. As an additional heuristic, we only consider candidate link set that has the
size that is not too small and not too large (line 14 in Figure 1). LinkSet with
the size in the range between MinNL and MaxNL is added into the candidate
list CanLinkSets. All link nodes in LinkSet are removed from AllLinks. The same
candidate pruning process is then repeated on other link sets resulted from the
GroupByPath function call in line 11 in Figure 1. When all initial candidate
link sets have been pruned, another iteration of generating initial candidates
and pruning them is started. The entire iteration process (line 6–22) terminates
when AllLinks becomes empty. At this point, the function returns CanLinkSets,
which contains all the generated candidate link sets.
3.2 Identifying Navigation Link Set
With the candidate link sets generated from the previous step, the next task is
to identify the navigation link set from all the candidates. This requires some
ranking mechanism such that all the candidates can be ordered in terms of the
likelihood of each one being the navigation link set. The candidate ranked at the
top can then be selected.
We adopt a feature-based approach to evaluate the candidates based on a set
of predefined features. We compute the value of each feature of each candidate
link set and compare the value with the norm value of that feature. The closer
the feature value to its norm, the more confident we are that the candidate is the
right navigation link set. Finally, the confidence scores obtained from all features
are combined to give the final confidence score of a candidate link set being the
navigation link set. All candidates are ranked by this combined confidence score.
Link Set Features Similar to the pruning heuristics, the features are derived
based on observations on the common characteristics of navigation links. Feature
values are numeric. For each feature, we compute, based on observed navigation
link sets, the average feature value and the standard deviation of the value.
This average and standard deviation pair is used to calculate the likelihood, also
called the confidence score, of a particular link set being a navigation link set,
given the feature value that it has. The calculation of likelihood is based on the
normal distribution probability density function. We use a standardized normal
distribution so that the effect of the size of the standard deviation value can
be eliminated and the computed confidence scores for different features can be
directly compared and combined. The closer a feature value is to the average,
the higher the score is and the more likely that a link set having that feature
value is a navigation link set.
Currently, we have defined six features: NumWordName, LenName, VarLen-
Name, URLType, VarURLNumDir, and URLContain. The first three make use of
the characteristics of the anchor texts of links. Given a link set, the value of the
NumWordName feature is the average number of words in the SecName attribute
of all link nodes in the set. Similarly, LenName calculates the average length (i.e.
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number of characters) of the SecName attribute. Rather than taking simple av-
erage, the VarLenName feature computes the variance of the length of SecName
among all link nodes.
To measure the similarity of values of the URL attributes among all link
nodes, the URLType feature compares the types of the URLs. Five types of
URLs have been defined: relative, absolute, cross-site (the link is independent of
the current site), anchor (links with ‘#’), and others. We find out the type with
the largest number of link nodes, count the number of link nodes of this type
and normalize the count with the total number of nodes in the link set.
The VarURLNumDir feature is derived based on the fact that the number
of levels of directories in the URL attributes of navigation link sets tend to be
the same. To quantify this tendency towards the same value, we compute the
variance of the number of levels of directories of all links in a link set.
The last feature URLContain counts, for each candidate, the number of links
whose URLs are contained under the directory of the current page. This corre-
sponds to the observation that the hierarchy in a skeleton is often related to the
directory hierarchy, where the navigation links contained within a navigation
page often exist within the sub-directories of the directory of that page. The
count is normalized by the number of links in each candidate set.
Combined Ranking The confidence score of each feature is calculated in-
dependently, as they each have their own pre-computed average and standard
deviation. Using the confidence scores of each feature, the candidate link sets
can be ranked. However, the scores from different features might not agree on
which candidate is the best, i.e. not all of them rank the same candidate link set
as the top one. To combine the five heuristics, we consider an event ei,j represent
the fact that the value of feature fj of the ith candidate is consistent with the
expected value of that feature. The confidence score ci,j of feature fj of the ith
candidate is the probability P (ei,j) of event ei,j occurring. Thus, the problem of
computing the combined confidence score ci of the ith candidate is reduced to
that of computing the combined probability P (∧jei,j). For simplicity, we follow a
common practice by assuming that the observations of events for each candidate
are independent5. Therefore, the combined confidence is given by
ci = P (∧jei,j) =
n∏
j=1
P (ei,j) =
n∏
j=1
ci,j
Given the best candidate (i.e., the one with the highest score), we can’t just
simply accept it as the navigation link set because we do not know whether the
page that we are dealing with is a navigation page or content page. To determine
this, the algorithm tests the score of the best candidate against the average µc
and standard deviation σc of combined confidence scores pre-computed from
known navigation link sets. The test is performed by calculating the cumulative
probability density p of the combined confidence score over a normal distribution
curve determined by µc and σc and comparing p with a pre-defined threshold τ .
If p is greater than τ , the candidate link set is accepted as the navigation link
set. Otherwise, the function returns an empty set.
5 Other dependency assumptions are also possible. See [7] for relevant discussion.
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1: function SewAlgorithm(BaseURL)
2: return FindSkeleton(BaseURL)
3: end function
4: function FindSkeleton(URL)
5: CurNode = empty node
6: CanLinkSets = GenCanLinkSets(URL,CurNode)
7: if CanLinkSets is not empty then
8: NavLinkSet = SelectNavLinkSet(CanLinkSets)
9: for each link NavLink in NavLinkSet do
10: ChildURL = HREF attribute of NavLink
11: ChildNode = FindSkeleton(ChildURL)
12: add ChildNode as a child of CurNode
13: end for
14: end if
15: return CurNode
16: end function
Fig. 2. The Sew Algorithm
3.3 The Algorithm
The complete SEW algorithm (shown in Figure 2) starts with the base URL of
the target website as input parameter (line 2). FindSkeleton is a recursive
function that, given a page, invokes GenerateCanLinkSets and Select-
NavLinkSet to discover the navigation links and, for each discovered navi-
gation link, recursively calls itself with the link as parameter to discover more
navigation links. The recursive call in FindSkeleton returns when the function
SelectNavLinkSet returns an empty set, i.e., the computed cumulative prob-
ability density p of the best candidate is less than the threshold τ . Therefore,
the testing of the values of p against τ can be considered as the stopping criteria
of the entire algorithm. The order in which nodes in the skeleton are generated
is that of a pre-order traversal of the skeleton. At the end, SewAlgorithm
returns the root node of the skeleton.
4 Experiments
The Sew algorithm has been implemented in C++ using Microsoft Visual C++.
In this section, we conduct experiments to test its performance.
Dataset, Methodology and Performance Metrics The dataset consists
of five websites from online newspaper domain. The websites were manually
inspected to figure out the skeleton. Table 1 lists the five websites together
with the related statistics of their skeleton. The websites were crawled and all
experiments are performed on the crawled copy of the websites.
The Sew algorithm requires a set of parameters, including the threshold for
accepting a candidate and the average and standard deviation of all features
and the combined confidence score. These parameters are computed during a
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Table 1. Dataset and Related Statistics
name base URL total no. ofnav pages
max
depth
no. of nav
pages at L1
no. of nav
pages at L2
Washington Post www.washingtonpost.com 327 3 19 / 5.8% 162 / 49.5%
CNN News www.cnn.com 119 3 15 / 12.6% 50 / 42.0%
New York Post www.nypost.com 90 3 8 / 8.9% 36 / 40%
Washington Times www.washtimes.com 50 2 18 / 36% 50 / 100%
BBC News news.bbc.co.uk 24 3 13 / 54.2% 19 / 79.2%
Table 2. Overall Performance
Method poa roa foa
LOO1 1± 0.0 1± 0.0 1± 0.0
LOO2 0.663± 0.169 0.908± 0.118 0.752± 0.132
LOO3 0.446± 0.216 0.879± 0.205 0.566± 0.211
TOT1 1± 0.0 1± 0.0 1± 0.0
TOT2 0.658± 0.162 0.908± 0.118 0.749± 0.128
TOT3 0.415± 0.234 0.861± 0.250 0.536± 0.237
training stage. To test the performance of the algorithm on the dataset, we
performed a leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation by taking out one website
for testing and using the other four as training data. The results were averaged
and the standard deviation calculated. To test the maximum performance of
the algorithm, we also performed a test-on-training-data (TOT) by testing each
website using parameters trained from all five websites. This should in theory
yield a better result than LOO since the training data would inevitably over-fit
the testing data. For both LOO and TOT, the algorithm was run three times by
limiting the maximum number of levels to be explored to 1, 2, and 3. These runs
are denoted as LOO1, LOO2, LOO3, TOT1, TOT2, and TOT3 respectively.
The threshold for accepting the best candidate link set was set to the lowest
combined confidence score computed from the training data.
To measure the overall performance, for each website, the precision poa and
recall roa of finding navigation links was computed as
poa =
no. of correct nav page
no. of pages found
roa =
no. of correct nav page
no. of pages in the site
and the F1-measure foa =
2poaroa
poa+roa
We have also defined additional measures and conducted experiments to an-
alyze the performance of the two sub-steps. Due to space constraints, they are
not included in this paper. Interested readers are referred to [9].
Results and Discussion Table 2 shows the overall performance of the algo-
rithm with the averaged results from all five websites. Each entry in the table is
of the form “average ± standard deviation”. For extraction of first level of the
skeleton (LOO1 and TOT1), the results were rather encouraging – all navigation
links had been correctly identified and no false positive produced. This indi-
cates that the algorithm would perform better for sites with small skeleton. This
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Table 3. Overall Performance by Site
LOO1 LOO2 LOO3
poa roa foa poa roa foa poa roa foa
Washington Post 1 1 1 0.839 0.977 0.903 0.368 0.869 0.516
CNN News 1 1 1 0.621 0.745 0.678 0.396 0.526 0.452
New York Post 1 1 1 0.714 1 0.833 0.488 1 0.656
Washington Times 1 1 1 0.745 0.820 0.781 0.781 1 0.877
BBC News 1 1 1 0.396 1 0.567 0.195 1 0.327
observation is further supported by the 100% recall in Table 3 (showing the LOO
results of each site) for Washington Times, New York Post and BBC News, which
are the sites with smallest skeleton among all sites. Being able to perform well in
extracting small skeleton is desirable because most of the websites are unlikely
to have a structure as complex as that of Washington Post and CNN News.
It can also be seen that for the extraction of complete skeletons (LOO3 and
TOT3), a recall of about 88% had been achieved. However, precision remaind
relatively much lower, mainly due to the fact that for many leaf nodes in the
skeleton, the algorithm failed to reject the candidates, which resulted in some
candidates being considered as candidate link sets and generating subtrees of
false positive rooted from those candidates. This implies that the stopping cri-
teria used in the algorithm does not perform very well.
Precision was improved when the number of levels was limited to 2 (LOO2
and TOT2), because the number of leaf nodes was less; thus giving less chances
for false positives in leaf nodes to be accepted.
Another observation is that TOT did not improve LOO; on the contrary, it
performed slightly worse than LOO. This shows that the feature set that we de-
rive is site-independent since the sites did not really benefit from the parameters
trained using the sites themselves, i.e., the parameters obtained from training
were not really affected by the source of the training data.
We believe that, in practice, typically in a supervised wrapper generation
environment, a high recall value is more important because it is much more
difficult to find out the correct navigation pages (in the case of low recall) than
to remove the incorrectly identified navigation pages from a list (in the case
of high recall but low precision). Meanwhile, since false positives often exist as
a whole subtree, the removal of an incorrect internal node would eliminate a
large number of incorrect nodes (those in the subtree). In addition, when used
together with automated page-level wrapper generation systems, false positive
could be easily detected because these systems will simply fail or return nothing
indicating that the input pages are not the correct content pages. Therefore,
we consider the results obtained in Tables 2 and 3 (high recall but moderate
precision) quite satisfactory.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we study the website skeleton extraction problem, which is an im-
portant step in wrapper generation for Web information extraction. We present
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the Sew algorithm for automatically discovering the skeleton of a website. The
algorithm works in a recursive manner by applying a two-step process to discover
the navigation links in a page and retrieving pages from the links to discover
more navigation links. All the navigation links discovered and the pages retrieved
form the skeleton of the website. Our preliminary experiments on real life news-
paper websites showed that the algorithm performs well in recalling most of the
navigation pages. However, it has yet to achieve a good precision.
As part of the future work, we would like to improve the algorithm to achieve
better precision. In particular, techniques are required to prevent the algorithm
from retrieving too many incorrect pages. One possible way is to have better
features that distinguish navigation links from others so that incorrect link sets
would be more likely to be rejected. In addition, more extensive experiments
have to be conducted to fully test the performance of the algorithm and to
provide more hints on how it can be improved. This would include testing on
larger datasets and on websites of categories other than newspaper websites.
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